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ENCODING FIX IN OBJECT CALCULI

ROY L. CROLE1

Abstract. We show that the FIX type theory introduced by Crole
and Pitts [3] can be encoded in variants of Abadi and Cardelli's object
calculi. More precisely, we show that the FIX type theory presented
with judgements of both equality and operational réduction can be
translated into object calculi, and the translation proved sound. The
translations we give can be seen as using object calculi as a metalanguge
within which FIX can be represented; an analogy can be drawn with
Martin Löf's Theory of Arities and Expressions. As well as providing
a description of certain interesting recursive objects in terms of rather
simpler expressions found in the FIX type theory, the translations will
be of interest to those involved with the automation of operational
semant ics.

AMS Subject Classification. 68Q55.

1. MOTIVATION

The results and ideas presented in this paper concern type théories equipped
with either equational or operational semantics. We shall assume that readers
are familiar with type theory, and more specifically with type théories possessing
judgements of both equality, and operational réduction. A good gênerai référence
for (dependent) type theory is the book [10]. For operational réduction, see for
example [2,4,6,8,11-13].

In fact the results presented hère are founded on the FIX type theory introduced
by Croie and Pitts in [3], and the object type théories (calculi) introduced by
Abadi and Cardelli in [1]. If the reader is not familiar with the details of these
type théories, we would ask that they consult the key références which we have
just given. However, we will give some informai explanations of the théories in
loc cit which should help readers through the key ideas of the current paper. We
shall also repeat some of the technical details in loc cit when it is sensible to do
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16 R.L. CROLE

so. Bef ore moving on to explain the results of this paper, let us review informally
the FIX and object type théories.

The FIX type theory was (in part) designed to be used as a metalanguage
for programming language semantics. It contains natural numbers, products and
sums, higher order functions, computation types [9] to interpret lazy and eager
évaluation stratégies, and finally a fixpoint type which provides (in the présence of
computation types) a framework in which recursive programming constructs can
be interpreted. Previous work of the author, and others, used the FIX type theory
(sometimes embedded in a logic) to give semantics to programming languages.

Abadi and Cardelli introduced object type théories (calculi) to provide a foun-
dation for the theory of object oriented languages at the level of an operational
semantics. In their book [1] one finds discussions of very many Systems, but
broadly each System provides a theory of objects with either equational semantics,
single step operational semantics, or natural semantics. Abadi and Cardelli have
shown that object calculi are highly expressive, leading to the principle that "ev-
erything is an object". Various people (see for example [5]) have provided évidence
for this, in the form of examples, and simple translations or encodings. One of
the key properties of object calculi is that their operational semantics are "highly
recursive", and as a simple conséquence of this Abadi and Cardelli have also shown
that such calculi model recursion operators.

These observations lead to the questions

1. Can a rich type theory such as FIX be encoded in object calculi?
2. Can this be done in a way which unifies those examples given by Abadi and

Cardelli (and others)?
3. What uses can we find for the encoding?

The aim of this paper is to provide answers to these questions. The short answer
to both (1) and (2) is "yes". We answer (1) by giving a translation of FIX
into object calculi, and proving the translation sound. In fact we shall consider
both an equational version of FIX, and an operational version, and specify sound
translations into suitable equational and operational object type théories. We shall
show that the définitions of the encoding given here can be explained in a canonical
way. It is this canonical translation which provides us with at least one answer
to (3). In recent work of Ambler and the author, the theorem prover Isabelle
has been used to represent programming languages and to verify properties of the
languages. We have used the simply typed lambda calculus as a metalanguage in
which to represent object level programming languages. In fact the translation we
describe in this paper can also be viewed as using OBJ as a metalanguage. This
gives us a new System for represent ing object level programming languages. The
fact that our translation is canonical, as explained in detail in Section 3, provides
a useful guiding principle when formulating automated machine translations in
theorem prover s such as Isabelle.

The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we give a short but technically
detailed review of FIX, and an object type theory which we call OBJ, Both of
these Systems are equational théories. In Section 3 we give a translation of FIX
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M ::= (M, M)
Split(Mîi;.î;.M)
Inl(M)

| Inr(M)
Case(M,^.M,t;.M)

l \{v.M)
j MM
j Val(M)

Let(M,v.M)

1 *(M)
| O.M)M

pairs
splitting
left copair insertion
right copair insertion
cases
functions
function application
value computation types
sequencing computation types
fixpoint index
fixpoint successor
fixpoint iterator

FIGURE 1. Term Grammar for FIX.

into OBJ. We explain how the translation has been derived in a canonical way. We
give a proof that the translat ion is sound, that is, we show that we have given an
encoding of FIX in OBJ. The section ends with a discussion of FIX recursion and
its translation into OBJ. In Section 4 we introducé the Systems FIXop and OBJop.
These are analogues of FIX and OBJ which have an operational semantics. This
is essential for the kind of work mentioned above, namely the représentation of
object level programming languages. In Section 5 we give a translat ion of FIXop

into OBJop, and prove it sound. We then conclude the paper.

2. THE SYSTEMS FIX AND OBJ

We outline the type théories used in Section 3. For gênerai background on
type theory, see [10]. The equational theory FIX was introduced by Pitts and the
author; please see [3] for further details. This theory is simply typed, with types
given by the grammar

a : : = KFIX \fix\axa\a + a \ a ^ a \ Ta

where Kpjx is an arbitrary ground type (such as natural numbers). The terms
M are given in Figure 1 where v ranges over a fixed set of variables. As outlined
in Section 1 the System provides a type theory suitable for programming language
semantics: ground types, products (pair types), coproducts (sum types), higher
order functions, computation types, and the fixpoint type. Without going into
technical detail hère, the fixpoint type allows recursion to be interpreted. In fact
any term whose type is of the form Ta => Ta (informally a term which transforms
computations into computations) must have a fixpoint which can be represented
directly within the type theory. Note that while we have presented a formai term
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grammar, we shall often use a suggestive notation to indicate the types of terms,
such as P for a pair (term of type a x af): C for a copair (term of type a + <r'), F
for a function (term of type a => af) and so on.

The theory OBJ contains rules for deriving judgements of the following forms

F h M : a type assignment
F h M — M( : a equality

where F is an environment assigning types to terms, often denoted by
[xi : a i , . . . , xn: an], Thus, formally, F is a (finite) partial function from the
set of variables to the set of types. The rules for deriving type assignments and
equalities are ail standard, and may be found in [10] together with [3]. Note that a
conséquence of deriving an equality judgement is that the two terms involved are
well typed; for example if F I- M ~ M' : a is a valid judgement, then F h M : a
and F h Mf : a are valid type assignments.

Although we ask that the reader be familiar with the FIX theory, we remind the
reader of the ideas behind the simple domain theoretic model of FIX, which will
help to give meaning to those parts of FIX which are associated with computation
types [9] and the fixpoint type. We model types as (bottomless) cjcpos, and type
assignments as continuous functions. Let a and af be modelled by the cjcpos D and
Df. Also, let M : a be modelled by d G D. Ta is modelled by the lifted domain
D±. The term Val(M) G D± is modelled as the inclusion L\ D —» D± of d in
D±. The term Let(£7, x.E') is modelled as the Kleisli composition of the functions
modelling E and x: a h E1 : Taf. fix is modelled as the vertical natural numbers
with innnity, N°°. Let x: Ta \- F : a be modelled by the function f:D±^D;
let h E : Tfix modelled by e G Nf] and let h N : fix be modelled by n € N°°.
Then LÜ is modelled by oo G N°°; the term (x.F)N can be thought of as the iVth
recursive unfolding of F and is modelled by {t o f)n{±_)\ s(E) is modelled by e + 1
if e 7̂  oo and oo otherwise; and finally (x.F)u is modelled by \fieN(t o ƒ)*(_!_),
which is the least fixpoint of i o ƒ.

Let us now move to a brief description of OBJ. This type theory is essentially
Abadi and Cardelli's Ob U Ay U AM. This system is their basic calculus of objects,
enriched with V-types (see [1], p. 170) and recursive foldings and unfoldings (see [1],
p. 114). Thus OBJ has types

::— V variables
I KOBJ ground type
| [li : ai *eI] object type

) universal type
) recursive type

where V ranges over a set of type variables, the symbol l is an element of a fixed
set of labels and / ranges over finite subsets of N. Such labels give names to the
fields and methods (sometimes referred to as attributes and opérations) of objects.
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The terms are given by the grammar

M ::= v variables
| [li = ç(vi)Mi ieI] objects
| MA method invocation
| M •1 <= ç(v)M method update
| A(V.M) type variable abstraction
I Ma type variable application
I Fld(M) folding for recursive types
j UFId(M) unfolding for recursive types.

The results are given by the grammar

R ::= [l% = ç(v%)Mt
i€l]

| A(V.M)
I Fld(M).

One can think of the results as final values returned by operational réductions;
they are used below.

The theory OBJ contains rules for deriving judgements of the forms
0 h M : a type assignment
© h M = M1 : a equality

whose intended meaning is the same as the analogous constructs from FIX. Hère,
Q = A | F is an environment assigning types to variables in F, and listing free type
variables in A. Thus a typical A is [X±,... ,Xn] with the Xi ail type variables.
As usual, in any typing judgement

[Xu . . . , Xn] | [xi : au . . . , xn : an] h M : a

the free type variables occuring in the cr̂ , a and M must appear in [Xi,... ,Xn],
and the free term variables occuring in M must appear in [xi : a i , . . . , xn : an].
We omit A or F if either is empty. The equational theory for OBJ consists of the
usual équations of Abadi and Cardelli's core object calculus, the usual équations
for V-types, and the usual fold/unfold équations which specify that fold and unfold
constructors are mutual inverses.

3. AN ENCODING FOR EQUALITY JUDGEMENTS

3.1. EXPLAINING A TRANSLATION OF FIX INTO OBJ

Now we address the first new topic of this paper, namely giving an encoding of
FIX into OBJ. Thus we need to specify a translation of FIX into OBJ and prove
it sound. The encoding is canonical in the sensé that it is based on an adaptation
of the following idea. It is well understood that the simply typed lambda calculus
with constants, £, can be used as a metalanguage into which other type théories
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Constr

Destr

E q

Constr

Destr

E q

Split((M,

C

&Split (fcpair \M\ l

M'},

d e f

fc

M'I)

<M,

Split(P,

x.x'.TV)

E :: =

fcpair IA

ïx.x'.|[A

M')

= JV{x,x'

x | fc | £ S

0 IM'l

x.x'.£Nl)

«- M,Mf}

| u.B

FIGURE 2. Explaining arities and expressions with product types.

T can be translated [10] in a canonical fashion. This paper proceeds in a similar
manner, but we shall explain how to use OBJ as a metalanguage into which T
can be translated in a canonical way. In order to better understand these ideas,
we shall first recall how to use C as a metalanguage for gênerai type théories T, by
giving a translation function [—] :-T —» £. This idea, sometimes known as Martin
Lofs theory of arities and expressions, is explained fully in [10].

1. Variable binders in T are modelled by abstraction in C. More precisely, if
T has a binding construction of the form v.T, then it will be canonically
represented in C by \v. [T]. Note that we often drop the À and simply write
v. [T] overloading the notation.

2. Constructor and destructor terms in T are represented in C by constants.
In either case, if a term in T is built out of n sub-terms v.Ti, where the v
may be empty if there are no bound variables in the subterm, then it will be
represented in C by fe(v.[îi],... , tf.pn]) where k is a constant in C and the
notation is the usual shorthand1 denoting nested function applications in C.

3. If an équation T = T holds in T, then we assert that [T] = [T;] holds (in
the theory representing T) in C. Thus equalities in T are represented by
(non-logical) equalities in £.

We give an example of this methodology when T is FIX. The FIX product
constructor terms take the form (M}M

f); the destructor terms take the form
Split(P, x.y.N). They satisfy the équation

Split«M,Mf),x.y.N) = N{x,y <- M, M'} (f)

where we have omitted environments and types which would clutter our explana-
tion of the central ideas. The pair constructor is built from two terms, M and M;,
and the split destructor is built from a pair P and a term x.y.N in which any occur-
rences of the variables x and y in N are bound in the destructor term. We require
two C constants to represent the constructor and destructor terms respect ively;

1For example, k(TiiT2yT3) dénotes ((fcTi)T2)T3.
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we call these kpa\r and Â spht- The translations of the constructor and destructor
terms are shown in Figure 2. Finally note that we assert that the translation of
the equands appearing in f are equal in C as an axiom.

We shall now explain how we can replace C by OBJ. We now regard OBJ
as a metalanguage, and describe a translation [-] : T —> OBJ. First, we need a
little more notation. We write | = ç(z)z . L Then for any object of the form
O = [... ,1 = ç{z)z . Z,... ] we have O .1 = O .1 = .... Thus we can regard O as a
"looping object". In fact the closed term f can be instantiated at any type, and
we shall use it as a generic object which inhabits all types. One might liken it to
the recursive term recx.x for "undefinedness". Often, we will wish to create an
object in which the names of labels are known, but the attribute body is not. We
can use fields of the form l =f to fulfil this role. We shall now explain the gênerai
formulation of [—] on terms of non-fix or non-computation type.

1. Variable binders in T are all modelled by the OBJ self binder. More precisely,
if T has a binding construction of the form v.T, then it will be canonically
r e p r e s e n t e d i n OBJ b y [ V l . ..vK.T\ d = ç{z){T]{vk < - z.lk

 1 ^ k ^ K } . T h e
choice of actual name of the labels lk will be explained in 3 below.

2. A constructor term in T will be represented by an object some of whose
fields correspond to its sub-terms. The constructor term has a corresponding
destructor term. This destructor term will itself contain sub-terms which
specify the possible final results when the destructor consumes a constructor.
Fields in the object will be used to indicate these final resuit terms. The
remaining field is used to indicate the actual final resuit.
In more detail, if a constructor term in T is built out of n sub-terms v.T%,
and its corresponding destructor returns one of m possible final resuit terms,
then it will be represented in OBJ by an object of the form

[Ji=l*Ti], . . . ,Zn=[i7.Tnl,cnxti = î ) . . . ,cnxtm = î, res = ç(z)R]

where the term R is used to select a final resuit from the cnxt fields. For exam-
ple, in the case of translations of FIX terms with non-fix or non-computation
type, if cnxtj labels the final resuit, R will be z . cnxtj.

3. A typical destructor term will be built out of a single subterm T, which
represents a constructor term to be consumed, together with a séquence of
subterms v\ . . . VK-NZ which specify the possible final results from Computing
the destructor. If the term has a non-/z:c or non-computation type then these
data will typically be translated into an object of the form

[T] o [Ta] o [T2] o .. . o [Tm] d- ([T] . cnxtl ^ ç ^ l T J H <

• cnxtm <= ç(z)[Tm]{vk

4. If an équation T = Tf holds in T, then the choice of fields and methods
suggested above will ensure that [r] = [T'] holds in OBJ,
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Let us apply these ideas when T is FIX to develop a canonical translation of FIX
products into OBJ.

1. Variable bindings will appear below.
2. Consider the constructor term (M,Mf). This term has two sub-terms M

and Mf and thus its translation has two fields whose labels we call fst and
snd. The corresponding destructor term is Split((M, Mf),x.y.N) which can
return just one possible final resuit term based on N. The translation will
have just one field of the form cnxt = | . Finally, adding in a method to return
the resuit value held in the cnxt field, we see that we obtain the object

[fst =[MJ, snd =[M'], cnxt = î, res = ç(z)z. cnxt].

This is the object pair^"^ * given in Figure 4 and is used for the transla-
tion of pairs.

3. Consider the destructor term Sp\\t(P,x.y.N). This has a main (sub-)term P
which represents a pair constructor and just one other subterm x.y.N. Thus
this term is translated to an object term of the form

[F] o [N] = ([PJ .cnxt <= ç(z)[N]{x,y<-z.fst,z.snd}). res. .

The object [PJ contains a field cnxt which should hold the computation of
the final resuit of (the translation of) the split term. This final resuit is
obtained from J-/V], whose bound variables must be updated to hold the first
and second components of (the translation of) the pair P. These are selected
using fst and snd. Finally, the invocation of res returns the final resuit.

4. By calculât ing in OBJ, using just logical equalities we can see that

[<M,M')I o \N\ = [iV]{x,y <- [Af], [M']}-

In fact, as we shall see later, \N{x,y <- M,Mf}\ = \N\{x,y <- [MJ, [Af]}
and thus the encoding is sound—recall f on page 20. We summarise these
ideas in Figure 3. Note that the constructor translation involves a type
abstraction. This is an extra pièce of book-keeping to ensure the correctness
of types. The type variable X will be instantiated with the translation of
the type of the split term when the constructor is actually consumed by a
destructor—hence the term [P][T]i hi Figure 3.

Let us now explain our translation of the type fix and its terms. It will be use-
ful to refer to a categorical model of FIX as given by a FIX-category. See [3]
for details. The type Ta indicates a computation of type a. This is trans-
lated to the object type [lT : |aj] which records that any computation with re-
sult type JcrJ can be extracted by invoking the lT method. With this, we can
define \fix\ = fi(X.[lT: X]). The translation is the expected one, using stan-
dard fold/unfold type recursion. The constructor s is modelled as the structure
map (isomorphism) Tfix —> fix of the initial T-algebra in a F/X-category. Given
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OBJ

Constr
Destr

Eq

=f A(X.[fst=IMIlsnd=[M/l,cnxt= î,res = ç(z: PRODl£u*'l)z .cnxt])
([PJ|Tj - cnxt <= ç(z)[7VJ{z, x' «- z . fst, z . snd}). res

cnxt <= ç(̂ )[iVl{rr, :r' *- 2. fst, 2 . snd}). res = [N]{x, x' <- JMJ, [M*]}

FIGURE 3. Explaining the encoding principle at product types.

this, we can expect to translate the term s (E) as Fld([£?]). The term UJ repre-
sents a global element of fix in any categorical model. In particular, it is used to
"enumerate" any "infinité" recursive unfolding of a term modelled by a morphism
TA —» TA (recall the F/X-category example in Sect. 2). It satisfies an équation of
the form ui = s(Val(u;)). By considering this equational property, one soon décides
that Fld([ZT = ç(2J: [ZT: [/£a;]])Fld(z)]) is a suitable candidate for the translation.
Finally, we consider the term (x.F)N and also the equality

r h {x.F)3W = F{x <- Let(E,n.Val((x.F)n))} : a (*).

The object that (x.F)N is translated to should have attributes to represent x.F
and N. Let us name the label for [TV] by pow. Note that x.F is a computation,
hence its attribute will be labelled by lT. The translation should also have a "final
resuit" attribute, which will perform recursive unfoldings, say with label ree. This
leads to a translation type ITa = [lT: [lT: <j],pow: |[/ïx],rec: a\. Let us think
about the attribute bodies in the translation of (x.F)N. First, pow simply records
the translation of the term N. Next, the method ree is used to return recursive
unfoldings. Thus we can set its body to be rec = <r(z': ITa){F]{x <- zf. lT}. This
object body selects the result of the computation x.{F} by invoking ZT, and passes
this (recursively) into x.\F] by binding the result to x. Finally, we think about
the remaining attribute lT. This will hold a computation (say c) which matches
the right hand side of *, as this will implicitly ensure the soundness of * in the
translation. We obtain c by asking how the right hand side of * is evaluated. The
term 5({E}) (given by z . pow) is unfolded to [E"J and then this computation is
evaluated; this corresponds to UFId(z.pow).ZT. This value is the new value taken by
pow, and hence we should have an update of pow. The final result given by c should
be extracted by invoking ree. Thus we have c= (z. pow <= UFId(2; - pow). lT). ree.
Putting this all together gives rise to the translation of (x.F)N in Figure 5.

3.2. THE TRANSLATION

Let us formally define a translation function [—] : FIX —• OBJ on the types
and terms of FIX. This translation function was developed using the basic ideas
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: a], pow: fixOBJ, ree: a] where fixOBj d= v(X.[lT: X})

%a' = f [fst: a,snd: a',cnxt: X,res: X]

%a' = f ['ni: a,inr: a', cnxtl: X,cnxtr: X,res: X]

.itN;Fdgf^T = ^z: IT^pow = N^rec = ^zf: IT°)F{v^Zf AT}]

where ̂  = [lT =(z- pow 4= UFId(z. pow) JT).
ree]

• pair^]M' d= [fst = M, snd = M ' , cnxt = Î, res = ç(z : PROD^' )z - cnxt]

• inl% d= [inl = M, in r= î ,cnx t l= î , cnx t r= î , res = ç(z: COPR%a')z - cnxtl]

• inrf = f [inl = Î, inr = M, cnxtl = î,cnxtr= f, res = ç(z: COPR^')z . cnxtr]

• / ï m f = f [arg = Î, val = Ç ( Z ) M { Î ; <- z . arg}]

• MmNd= (Af . arg <^ TV). val

FIGURE 4. Auxiliary définitions for translating F/X into OBJ.

which we have just presented. The function [—J maps type assignments to type
assignments:

T\-M:a i-ü [] | [F] h [M] : [a]

judgement in FIX judgement in OBJ

Note that a conséquence of the encoding is that [er] and [M] have no free type
variables, and thus have an environment of the form [] | [F].

The définition of a \~* [a] appears in Figure 5. Note that given the définition
of {a} for any type er, we define the translation on contexts by

[[#1: a i , . . . ,x n : a„]] = [xx : [ a i ] . . . ,x n : [an]].

Given these définitions, the spécification of the assignment M H^ [Af] also appears
in Figure 5; note that given F h M : a, the définition of [Af] dépends on [F] and
[a], and that there are auxiliary définitions of types and terms in Figure 4. The "o"
notation is defined in Lemma 3.3. We have already met this notation informally
in Section 3.1. Finally, M{v <— N} dénotes substitution for free variables (whose
formai définition we omit).
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n def

xi =
=f fixoBJ •la=>r) d= [arg : [a], val : [r]]

• \T\-V:<T] d= p ] h t; : [aj;

• p h (M, Mf):ax a'} d= p j h A(Xpair | fM M / 1 ) : [a x a'J

• p h Split(P, x.y.N) : r] d= p ] h [ P ] [ T , O [TV] : [r]

• [F h Inl(M) : a + <T'J d= p j h A(Xm4M1) : I<T + <r'I

• p h Inr(M) : a + a'J d= p j h A(Xmr|fB) : fa + a']

• p i - Case(C,x.N,y.N') : r] d= p ] h lCJ|rE o [TV].o [JV'I : [r]

• p h \(v.M) : a =» <T'] d= p j h /wnJMl : {a => a']

• p h F,4 : <r'I d= p i h [F] • [AJ : {a]

• p h Val(M) : Ta] d= p j h [ZT =|M]] : [Ta]

• p h Let(£7, v.F) : Ta'] d= p j h [F|{t; ^ [£7J . lT} : (Ta']

• p I- CÜ : /lx] d= p ] h F\d([lT=ç(z: [lT : fixOBj])F\ó{z)]) : [/KE]

• p h s(E) : ./ixj d= p] h Fldd^l) : \fix]

. p h (v.F)N : aj d= p i h it™ ; [F1 . ree : [a]

FIGURE 5. Translating F/X into 0 5 J .

3.3. PROVING SOUNDNESS

We wish to prove that the translation specified in Figure 5 soundly models FIX
equalities in OBJ. The soundness of the translation dépends on three key lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 is a version of a standard resuit that translations respect substitutions.
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 provide the key properties which ensure that the translations
we have given for terms of non-fix or non-computation type will soundly model
equalities.

Lemma 3.1. IfT h M : a andV.v: a h N : r in FIX, thenfor [-] : FIX -> OBJ
we have

lNj{v «- [M]} = (N{v - M}]

where = dénotes syntactic identity.

Proof. This is proved easily by induction on the structure of N. We omit the
details. D
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Lemma 3.2. IfQ.x: a\~ M : r and 9 h TV : a in OBJ, then

G h fun^f • TV = M{x <- TV} : r.

Proof. A simple calculation in 0 5 J . See [1] for details. •

Lemma 3.3. All judgements in this lemma are in OBJ. Suppose that 0 h M* : ai
where 1 < i < n, and Q>xk: o~kkeSj \~ Nj : r where 1 < j < m and Sj C
{ 1, . . . , n } and Ló

 d= { lk \ ke Só } . Let

GEN^;-]an d= [li: a ^n ,cnxtLj : X
 jern, res: X]

and als o

gen%}j-->Mn d= [h = Mi ^ , c n x t L . = T ^ m
î r e s = ç(z: GETV^ ;-^)z . cnxtLj].

Note that

I , 6 h gen^-'Mn : GEN^"'^.

We shall also write

O o Nx o TV2 o . . . o TVm
 d= (O - cnxtL l <= ç(^)A^i{xfc ^ z Ak

{ - z.lk

T/ien it follows that

6 h (A(X.gen™lf->M"))T o N± o TV2 o . . . o TVm - TV^x* ^ Mfc
 keS^} : r.

Proof. The proof is a simple calculation of equalities in OBJ. For clarity, we omit
the typing environments.

(A(X.gen^f- ; M " ) ) T o N, o N2 o ... o Nm

= (gen^f-'M- ... .cnxtL. <= ç{z)N3{xk <-z.lk
 fceS^} . . . ) . res

= £ . res

= £ . cnxtL;i.

where

^g ie ç(z)JVJ-{a:fc *- z . lk
 keSJ} ^ern, res = ç(z ^ ) ]

D
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We can now state the first soundness result. Theorem 3.4 states~that OBJ encodes
FIX.

Theorem 3.4. We have given an encoding of FIX into OBJ. More precisely, if
r h M :a in FIX, then [rj h [M] : [a] in OBJ, andifVh M = M' : a in FIX,
then [rj h [MI = [M'J : [aj in OBJ.

Proof The proof proceeds by induction on dérivations. We illustrate the proof on
case and itération terms. The typing rule for case terms is

T\-C:a + a' I \ z : a h N : r T,xf: af h Nf : r

By induction, we have

[r] 1- [CJ : \i(X.COPRlxUal)

{Tlx: \a\ h IN] : [r]

\Plx':[a']\-lN']:lT]

and hence we can dérive

[rj h [ C ] w : COPRW^

IT],Z: COPRl£\A<T'\x: [a] I- [N] : [r] (by weakening)

\T],z: COPR1^1"1, x' : \a'j h \N'j : [T] (by weakening)

P I «: COPüf JîIff#1 H z . inl : [c].

Prom this we have

r, z: COPR^'1""1 h [N\{x <- z. inl} : [T]

with a similar result for N'. Thus

<- z • inl} . cnxtr <= ç(z)lN'}{x' <- 2 . inr} : ^J

Finally, note that if we invoke the above object at the label res, we get precisely

[T]l-[CllTlo[JV]o[Ar']:[r]

as required.
The typing rule for itération terms is

T,x:Tcrh F :a V h N : fix

r h (x.F)N : a
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By induction we have [F], x: [lT : [a]] h [F] : [a] and [r] 1- \N} : fixOBj- Then we
have [r] I- itlN* • 1*1 : J T M by typing rules in OBJ, and thus [rj h ü{N* ' m . ree :

The soundness of equalities not involving the fixpoint type is a direct consé-
quence of Lemma 3.2, which deals wit h functions, and Lemma 3.3 which deals
with the other terms, together with Lemma 3.1.

For example, soundness of

T h Case(lnl(M), x.N, xf.N') = N{x <- M}:r

requires

[F] h [Case(lnl(M),x.7V,x'.7V')] d= A(X.mll^)M o [iV] o [N']

=3.3

=3.i

As for the fixpoint terms, we prove soundness for

T h (x.FyW = F{x <- Let(£,n.Val((z.F)"))} : o.

We have, using Lemma 3.1 and setting O d= ^

d= O . ree

= {F]{x <- [lT ={O . pow <̂  UFId(O. pow). ZT). ree]}

= [F\{x <- [lT ={O . pow <̂  UFId(Fld([£i)). lT). ree]}

= [F]{x <- [lT =(O . pow ^= {E}. lT). ree]}

^ [F\{x <- [lT = Ü?W . ree]{n - [F]

= lF{x <- Let(£,n.Val((x.F)"))}] : M

D

3.4. ENCODING FIX FIXPOINTS

One interesting payofFof the encoding we have given is to look at the connections
between FIX terms and their encodings. In fact some of the more obscure objects
which Abadi and Cardelli discuss when looking at recursion are rendered in a
rather trivial form by examining possible pre-images under the translation. For
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example, their so-called "self-returning" (untyped) object, [l = ç(z)z], in the typed
setting, would be

= ç(z)Fld(z)]).

But a pre-image under [—] is exactly w. This demonstrates beautifully (in the
author's opinion!) how the primitive opération of "recursive" object réduction is
captured in the single FIX constant ÜJ. Further, the object type system allows the
structure map s of FIX to be naturally interpreted as a recursive folding, using
the standard fold/unfold terms.

It is also interesting to look at the encodings in OBJ of the fixpoint operators
which are definable in FIX. Suppose that h F : Ta => Ta in FIX. Then if we
define (see [3])

d= (e.Let(e,x.Fx))ü

where e: TTa, we can show that Fix(F) = F Fix(F) in FIX. The encoding of
Fix(F) in OBJ is easily seen to be it^; ŒFI#(e-' ).ree where we have defined Co = \J\.
Noting that [Ta => Ta] — [arg : [/T : a], val : [lT : er]] we can then show the following
lemma.

L e m m a 3,5. Suppose that F h F : [arg: [ZT: a],val: [lT: a]] in OBJ. Then we

have the type assignment F h it^; Fm(e'1 ) . ree : [lT : a] an<i moreover

. ree = F • ( < ; F<e-1^ . ree) : [lT : a].

Proof. Of course, the lemma is an immédiate conséquence of Theorem 3.4.
However, it is instructive to perform the computations directly.

First note that

= Û.
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Hence

F • ([F =(tf*^»(e-'T) . pow <= UFId(<;F*(e'zT) . pow). lT) . ree]. lT)

F • ( ( < ; F*(e'^) . pow <= U F I d « ; F.{edT) T

F • ( ( < ; F ^ e - / T ) . pow <= UFId(û) - F ) . ree)

F • ((tf£; F<*-lT) . Pow «= Û). ree)

D

4. THE SYSTEMS FiXop AND OBJop

Here we replay the ideas of Section 2 but turn our attention to operational
réductions rather than simple equalities. If we wish to consider using objects to
represent the operational behaviour of computational Systems, this will be essen-
tiaL Let us first consider an operational semantics for FIX. While this is easily
formulated, the details are not published explicitly. Thus we give the définition
of FIXop. This System is essentially the FIX syntax equipped with a one-step
operational semantics, developed by orienting the FIX equalities.

The theory FIXop contains rules for deriving judgements of the following forms

T \~ M : a type assignment
FhM^> M' : a lazy one-step réductions.

Note that a conséquence of deriving an operational judgement is that the two terms
involved are well typed; for example if F h M -^ M1 : a is a valid judgement, then
F h M : a and F h M1 : a are valid type assignments. We give the rules for deriving
the lazy one-step réductions, which are not present in [3], in Figure 6. The System
is lazy: we regard constructor terms as fully evaluated (and hence such terms do
not feature as reductands in the rules). The choice has been made because the
rules are slightly simpler than the analogous eager System. None-the-less, the lazy
System is perfectly fine for explaining the core ideas of our encodings. (We do not
describe a notion of value, as we do not consider évaluation semantics [7] in this
paper.)

Our last task in this section is to describe the System OBJop which is new. This
system extends OBJ. It provides an operational semantics for the OBJ syntax.
It also has some extra term forming opérations which are used to correct ly model
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r h P ~> P' : ((7, er') I > : <r,x': a'h N : r V h M : a T h M' : a' I\x: a,xf: <xf\~N:r

V h Sp\\t(Ptx.x'.N) — Split(P',x.x'.2V) : r T h Split«M, Af'),a:.x'.A0 ~+ 7V{x,z' «- M,M'} : r

r h C — C ' ^ + a T . x r a h J V r r r,x': </ h JV' : r

T h CasefC.x.AT.x'.tf') -» Case(C",xJ\r,x'..W) : r

V:r I\x': a' h JV' : r r h M' : <r' r , x : ah iV r,x ' : a' h N' : r

T h {x •- M} : r T h

T\-A:a

h \{x.M) A — M{x 4- i4} : a'

r h M : a T,x: a \-F :Tcrf

T h Let(E,x.F) — Let(£?',x.F) : Ta' T h Let(Val(M),x.i^) — F{x <- AT} : Ta'

T\-N^N':fix T,x:Ta\- F :a T\~E:Tfix

ri- (x. T h (x. {x <- Let(JE?,n.Val((x.F)B))} :

r h w -» s(Val(w)) :

FIGURE 6. Rules for generating M' : a in FJX.

the lazy FIXop réductions. The types are the same as those of OBJ. The terms
are given by the same grammar as for OBJ, but extended by

M ::=
Eval;(M)
Letvalv = M in M
Letinvt? = M in M

terms from OBJ
eager method and update bodies
eager local déclaration
eager local method invocation.

The rules for deriving type assignment in OBJop extend those of OBJ. We also
have the rule

B h M : [k : aiieI]

and the rules for the typing of Letval v = M in N and Letinv v = M in N are exactly
the same as those usually associâted with let-evaluation terms.

Abadi and Cardelli present one step operational réductions for our OBJ syntax.
For example, the rules for folding and unfolding appear in [1] (p. 120). The rules
for deriving réductions in OBJop extend these rules. The additional rules are those
given in Figure 7. The basic idea is that Evalj(—) enforces an eager évaluation of
object method bodies and object update bodies. The term Letval v = M in N is an
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,v: a h TV : af

0 h Letval v = M in TV -> Letval v = M ' in TV : a

0 h Letval <u = # in T V - » T V { # ^ Î ; } : a1

0 h Letinv v = M in TV -w Letinv t> = M'rn TV : a1

0 h O : [Z*: a^ e /] G,v: aj h TV : a1

0 h Letinv v = O.lj\nN ^ N{v <- B5{ZJ <- O}} : af

0 h Eval^(M) -*

6,Zj: [In al
i

0 h , i ( [ i ( i ) i ] ) p t ( ^ ) i , J ( J ) ^ ]

0 , Zj : [U : a t i e / ] h B5 ^ Bf
ó : aó 0 h M : [Z, : az]

ie

0 h Eval^(M. Ij <= c{zó)Bó) ~> M .1, ne/

Note that we shall also write Letval Vi = Miï€^ 1)*- ' r^ in TV as an abbreviation for

Letval V\ — Mi in (Letvat v2 = M2 in (... (Letval ^ r = M r in TV)... ))

provided that none of the variables Vi appear in any of the Mj for any
ij E { 1 , . . . , r }

The notation Letinv ̂  = Mi1^1'—*7*} in TV will be used analogously.

F I G U R E 7. Additional rules for generating 9 h M ^ M ' : a in OBJ
op.

eager local déclaration, evaluating M as far as possible before binding the resuit
to v in TV. The term Letinv v = M in TV is an eager local déclaration, evaluating
M to an object of the form [li = ç(vi)Bi ïG/] - Ij before binding the invocation of

Ij to v in TV. We shall write also define Eval^(M) = Evalj(M) and for n > 1 we

set Eval7+1(M) =f Eval/(Eval^(M)). This notation will be used in Theorem 5.4.
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* - > F d ^ [lT = ç(z: I T a ) Ç t p o w = TV, r e e = ç{z/)Letva\v = z f . l T i n F]

where £ d=f EvalfT([/T =(Eva\low(z . pow <= UFId(z . pow) . lT)) . ree])

n^1 = [arg= Î, val = ç(^)Letinv^ = 2 . arginM]

FIGURE 8. Auxiliary définitions for translating FIXop into OBJop.

• [ r h (j : ƒ&! d=f UFId(Fld(O)) . l T where O d=f [ZT = ç(2)Fld([iT = UFId(Fld(z)) . lT])]

• [F h (v.F)N : er] d= [[F] h Letval n = {Nj in i t j ; ^^ . ree : [a]

FIGURE 9. Translating FIXop into OBJop.

5. A SOUND TRANSLATION FOR OPERATIONAL JUDGEMENTS

5.1. THE TRANSLATION

We define a translat ion f une t ion [-] : FIXop —> OBJop on the types and terms
of FIXop. The définition of this function is similar to the one given in Section 3.
More precisely, the définition of — •—> [—] is the same as that in Figure 5, except
that we use the auxiliary définitions given in Figure 8, and one new clause given
in Figure 9.

5.2. A PROOF OF SOUNDNESS

The soundness of the encodings dépends on three key lemmas. The motivation
is the same as for the equational setting (see Sect. 3.3). If R is any binary relation,
we shall write R* for its reflexive, transitive closure.

Lemma 5.1. If T h M : a and F,v: a \- N : r in FIX, then for (-] : FIX ->
OBJop we have

{Nj{v «- [M]} = {N{v +- M}]

where = dénotes syntactic identity.

Proof. This is proved easily by induction on the structure of N. We omit the
details. D

Lemma 5.2. If Q,x: a h M : r and Q h N : a in OBJop , then

9 h fan™ •N ~> * Letinvx = 7VinM : r.
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Proof. A simple calculation on OBJop. We have

fun^f • N = [arg — Î, val = ç(z)Let\rwv = z . arginM] . arg <̂= AT . val

^> [arg = TV, val =ç(z)Let\nvv = z . arg in M ] . val

-^ Letinvt> = [arg — iV, val = ç(z)Letinvî; = z . arginM]. arginM

-^ M{v <— N}-

D

Lemma 5.3. All judgements in this lemma are in OBJop. Suppose that O h
Mi : ai where 1 < i < n, and Q,Xk'. akkeSj \- Nj : r where 1 < j < m and
Sj G {!,... ,n} and L5

 d= { lk \ ke Sû }. Let

GEN%;-]<Tn d= [h: ai i6n,cnxtLj : X jern, res: X]

and als o

~<Mn d
^~>°")z . cnxtLJ

We shall also write (see Fig. 7 for the notation)

O o JVx o 7V2 o . . . o 7Vm
 d=f (O . cnxt L l <= ç(z)Let\n\/xk = 2 . / fc

fce51 in

= z . lkkeSm \nNm).res.

Then it follows that

0 h (A(X.gen^f- ; M^)) r o Nx o N2 o . . . o Nm ^ *N3{xk <r- Mk
 keS*} : r.

Proof The proof is a simple calculation of réductions in OBJop.

^ M ^";Mn o Nx o N2 o . . . o Nm

. res

in
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where

D

Theorem 5.4 states that object calculi encode FIX réductions:

Theorem 5.4. We have given an encoding of FIX into OBJop. More precisely,
ifTh M :a in FIX, then [F] h [M] : [er] in OBJop, and ifT h M ~> M' : a in
FIX, then |F] h [M] ~> *[M'] : [a] in OBJöp.

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the dérivations of type assignments
and réductions. For type assignments, the details are routine, and we omit them.
For réductions, we give a few details. Consider the first rule in Figure 6. We have
to verify that if F h \P\ -> [P'] : [(a,aOI then F h [P] o [JV] -w [P'J o [TV] : [rj.
Recall that [P] o [JV] is simply an update and invocation of the object |P] ; thus
soundness follows from the OBJop rules

e h O . Z - > O ' . Z : < T Q\-O,l<= ç{z)B ^ O1. l 4= ç{z)B : a

The soundness of the remaining rules in Figure 6 with a similar format follows
analogously, apart from the rule

T\-N~>N' :fix
F h (x.F)N - (x.F)N' : a

Recalling that [F h (x.F)N : a] d= [F] h Letvaln = [JV] in ü^m • ree : [a]
one can see that soundness follows from the first rule in Figure 7.

The soundness of the rules in Figure 6 which involve the destruction of a con-
structor term (such as the second rule, but excluding the penultimate rule) follows
from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3.

This leaves the final two rules in Figure 6, for which we give an explicit calcu-
lation. One states that

F h (x.F)sW -> F{x <- Let(£,n.Val((>.F)n))} : a.
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We have, using Lemma 5.1 and setting O d= < I d ^ D ; \F\

h l(x,F)s^j d= Letval Fld([F]) = n in < ; ^1 . rec

-^ O . ree

-w Letval x = O . F in [F]

~» Letval x - Evalfr ([ZT =(Eval^ow(0 - pow <= UFId(O . pow). lT)). ree]) in [F]

~> Letval x = EvalfT ([ZT =(EvalJow(O . pow <= UFId(Fld([£l)). lT)). ree]) in [F]

-> Letval a: = Eval̂ T ([^T =(O - pow «= [F] . F ) . ree]) in {F}

-> Letval x = [ZT = i t p l - ^ ; W . rec] in [F]

Î ÏF1 . rec]}

. rec]{n ^ [F] .

The last states that

T\-CÜ :fix

rho;^s(Val(cj)) : fix

Setting O - f [ZT - ç(z)Fld([/T = UFId(Fld(z)). lT})} we have

[ r ] h lcojd= UFId(Fld(O)).ZT

D

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have attempted to explain, in a gênerai and uniform manner,
the ways in which object calculi are able to encode other type théories. In partic-
ular, we have shown that object calculi can encode many (simple) type Systems,
in a way which is reflective of the theory of arities and expressions. These ideas
have been illustrated with examples by Abadi, Cardelli and others, but we have
shown how these examples fît into a gênerai framework. Further, we have given
new encoding results for the computational let calculus and the FIX System. The
précise details of the encoding are enlightening, especially with regard to the fix-
point type. Notice that Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, together with Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3,
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encapsulate the soundness of our translation. It is only those terms and équations
associated with the fix or computation types which require separate treatment in
the proofs of type soundness and soundness of equalities.

We have dealt with both equational and operational Systems. The material on
equational Systems appears to work out very neatly. In contrast, the material on
operational semantics is rather less pleasing. We have attempted to demonstrate,
in a rather intentional way, that the operational behaviour of a well know type
theory presented via transitions can be captured by the rather finer grained tran-
sitions of an object theory. However, in order to cope with the rather "neutral"
object transition semantics, which is neither clearly call-by-value or call-by-name,
we have introduced some additional syntax which forces expression évaluations.
This is not particularly désirable. Of course, our results would perhaps look neater
if we translated the FIX type theory into an "abstract machine for objects". In
doing this, the high level term formers (such as Evalj(M)) would be rendered as
simple machine instructions. The author and S. Ambler have considered the use
of the results in this paper to provide a framework which will use object calculi as
a mechanized metalanguage to represent programming language semantics. When
mechanizing théories, uniformity is essential to reduce coding, and the results here
provide this. In order to pursue this, we would ideally need stronger results about
the properties of the translation, such as computational adequacy. More precisely,
one might consider the standard OBJ operational semantics and associated pro-
gram équivalences, and prove the translation adequate.

Other work includes an account of type théories with higher order contexts and
their connection with objects; looking at direct implementations of the FIX théo-
ries and comparing them with OBJ implementations; and a deeper investigation
into issues of eager and lazy réduction in the setting of object calculi.

I would like to thank two anonymous référées for comments on this paper. The first referee
asked that the motivation and genera! ideas be made more clear; I think this resulted in
a substantial improvement. The second referee pointed out a technical problem with my
exposition of the OBJop semantics, which has now been remedied, and made a number
of useful comments about the second half of the paper. Some of these comments are
incorporated in this conclusion. Finally I would like to thank Simon Ambler (Leicester),
Andy Gordon (Microsoft, Cambridge) and Guy McCusker (Oxford) for useful comments
on the original draft of this paper.
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